Transcript for video on Downloading Love - Walk Free
Super: Downloading Love - Walk Free
Long and Yi are on their way home. Long is about to hail a taxi but Yi stopped
him.
Yi: Hey, what are you doing?
Long: Hail a cab of course!
Yi: Cab? It’s only four blocks away. Let’s just walk home!
Long: That’s four full blocks! It’s such a long way!
A bit grumpy, Long follows Yi. Yi is annoyed with Long’s tardiness.
Yi: Come on. Hurry up!
Long’s VO: This is my younger sister. We’ve been very close since we were
young. She’s a person of principles, and always does what she thinks is right…
While walking down the back staircase in a building, Yi sees a man taking
voyeuristic photos up a student’s skirt with his mobile phone.
Yi: Hey, what are you doing?
Long’s VO: …Without thinking of the consequences.
Yi grabs the man from behind, trying to punch him.
Long’s VO: She really enjoys sports though.
In the countryside, Yi opens the Country Park Tree Walks mobile app to search
for information on tree walks.
Long’s VO: Sometimes she will go and see the trees.
Yi opens the Fitness Walking app to measure her calories consumption.
Long’s VO: Sometimes she will go fitness walking in one of the parks nearby.
Long’s VO: She’s always travelling around on her own, and that's what worries
me most.
Yi is about to leave home, and right at that moment Long receives a notification.
The phone shows a Very Hot Weather Warning from GovHK Notifications.
Yi: Bro, I’m off now.
Long: Where are you going?

Yi: The weather’s so nice. I’m off for a hike!
Long: A Very Hot Weather Warning’s been issued. You shouldn't go!
Yi: Don’t worry! It’s fine. Bye.
Long: Hey, hold on!
Long opens the Enjoy Hiking app and registered for the Hiking Tracking Service.
Long: Just a moment. I’ll go with you.
Yi: Come on, you’re such a nag!
Long: Hey, wait!
Long and Yi arrive at the hiking spot. Long turns on the Hiking Tracking Service.
Long and Yi keep walking but Long falls behind.
Long: Are we done?
Yi ignores Long and keeps walking.
Long stops to open the Enjoy Hiking app on his phone to look for the route map.
Yi is a bit annoyed with Long falling behind.
Yi: Hurry up, Bro, come this way!
Long: Hey, don't walk so fast. Wait!
Yi: I told you not to come!
Yi slips and hurts her leg.
Yi: Ouch! My leg hurts!
Yi: I can’t walk any further, Bro.
Long: Sit down here. Are you okay?
Yi: Luckily you’ve come along.
Long calls the police.
Long: My sister’s hurt her leg while hiking… Yes, I’ve activated the Hiker Tracking
Service. My phone number is…
(Ambulance siren from afar)

A few days later, Yi is getting ready to leave home, and Long appears right next to
her.
Long: Where are you going again?
Yi: Don’t worry. I’m going hiking with a bunch of friends this time. It’s safer to hike
with a group, right?
Long: That's good. The more the merrier too!
Yi: Uh, so can I leave now?
Long: Hold on, I still think it’s safer if I go with you.
Long takes his mobile phone and backpack, and leaves home with Yi.
Long’s VO: This is my sister. She’s stubborn and capricious. But now she knows
that she shouldn’t go hiking alone. Government mobile apps are actually quite
helpful. I think I should start to do more exercise now.
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